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Workout for your body and brain!
As an “empty nester” I realize I took for granted the time I had with family.
The arrival of warm Spring weather reminds me of all the fun activities my
family and I would do. Hiking, biking, skiing, or wake boarding, we laughed
and had fun while making
great memories. And without
even trying, our fun was a
family workout! To this day
we still love to get together
and do these things, and now
there is research to show that
at least 3 hours of exercise a
week over 12 weeks actually
increases the neuroplasticity
of the brain in both adults
and children. So a “workout”
with the family builds not
only healthy bodies but healthy brains! By “working out” I mean any physical
activity that gets your heart rate elevated for 30 minutes or more. This could
include activities such as hiking, swimming, or an organized exercise class.
Additionally, by doing physical activity together you and your family will build
life long benefits. It will show your children that you value time spent with
them as well as value building healthy habits. And consequently, your
children are more likely to incorporate these healthy values into their own
adult lives as they are associated with positive emotions from their childhood.
As you begin this family journey keep in mind your family members’ differing
ages and ability levels. Almost any activity can be adapted to an easier or
harder version to meet the needs of you and your family. When the kids are
little, hiking with your child in a baby carrier backpack can be a great form of
added resistance to increase the difficulty of any hike or walk. As your kids
get older however, they may pass you up in their ability to run, hike, or ski and
added intervals of rest breaks to allow your heart rate to recover may be a
needed adaptation. Remember working out isn’t a competition, it’s just an
opportunity to cheer each other on as we reach our new personal bests in
strength, speed, or flexibility. Use this as an opportunity to speak
encouragement into the lives of the ones you love and enjoy your family!
-Blessings in health, Jeanne
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NUTRITION
Fun family workouts require the proper nutrition. Pre-workout nutrition is necessary for good
performance in any workout. My ideal choice with the kids is fruit. Fruits are packed with vitamins and
carbohydrates (simple sugars) to fuel your workout. Also, fruit can help dilate blood vessels which aids in
reducing the amount of stress on the heart. My favorite pre-workout fruit is a banana because they are
packed with carbohydrates as well as potassium which helps prevent cramping. Additionally, postworkout nutrition is necessary for the recovery and growth of muscles. Make every effort to eat protein,
especially BCAA’s (Branch Chain Amino Acids), within 30 minutes of working out. I prefer low sugar,
whey protein powder drinks as they are easier to digest than a chicken breast. However, many kids do
not like the taste of protein shakes unless they are loaded in sugar, which we want to avoid, so try a low
sugar greek yogurt or deviled eggs.
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FITNESS
Working out as family will vary depending on the age groups of your children. In the end, it doesn’t
really matter what type of exercise you’re doing as long as everyone is enjoying the physical activity and
it is an environment that is encouraging. The very littlest family members will join the fun more passively
as added weight in a stroller, baby bike seat, or as seen in this CARiFiT video. Elementary aged kids can
enjoy game related exercise, get some great ideas from this Fitness Blender video. Older kids may even
out pace you in HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training) type workouts like these from Josey Greenwell that
you can do at home. Check out these videos to grab some fun ideas and discover what will work best for
you and you family!
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LIFESTYLE
Trying something new can be a fun way to incorporate more physical activity into your family’s routine.
Something new can be as easy as parking further away or using the stairs instead of the elevator to
increase your daily step count. If you enjoy more structure, try taking a new class or participating in
organized outings. A fun way to incorporate the family is by letting each family member choose an
activity and then trying it together. One month little brother may want to try marshal arts, so have the
whole family do a marshal arts class for a month. The next month mom may choose swing dance lessons.
It doesn’t matter what you choose, as long as everyone keeps a good attitude and the whole family can
participate on some level. Keep an open mind, you may discover your new favorite family routine!
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